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1

Across

2

3

4

5

1 "Cur-tailed"
maritime duty. (3,5)
10

11 My e-letter to and
from spacecraft? (9)

13

14

15

18

19

24

14 Brags from squash
court? Those shots
hit two walls! (6)

21

25

22

26

27

15 Ten amply
staggered to site of
biennial setting
aflame. (7)

29

18 Sell row? Big deal
for ufologists! (7)
Down
1 A case of
assignation around
four? (6)
2 Graphical user
interface dodges
canine pilots. (5,4)
3 Vaporises unstable
lab seat. (7)

28 Doctor, I have.....a
golfing matter. (5)

4 Corsairs used this
lethally, a sailor's
sword. (7)

29 Casual
conversations about
nitrogen heard in the
abbey. (6)

6 Vow again (note
Shakespearean
exclamation!). (7)

30 Arduous journeys!
You make them
sound like strangest
oceans. (8)

20

23

13 Set aflame once
more in bizarre
litigation. (5)

27 Tinge near orange.
(9)

16

17

12 Tie Vienna to
capital in SE Asia.
(9)

26 Yes, debtor reforms
bivalve berth. (6,3)

8

11

12

10 Exciting birdsong?
(5)

24 Dressed to these,
you're looking good.
(5)

7

9

5 Mourn when
hearing about shin
guard. (6)

21 Conclude - hear
knock on the
ceiling? (4,2)

6

7 Praise a former road
charge? Not quite.
(5)

28

30

8 Scotsman of
Arabia? Nae, he was
born in Cairo. (8)
9 Doable fraction of
incident light
reflected. (6)
16 I hear fruit with
Cunard for mariner's
depth-probe. (5,4)
17 Hyper if centre
shifts. (8)
19 In East, German
pronoun makes it
least troublesome.
(7)
20 Brezhnev, to name
one, disturbed and
confined by lid. (6)
21 Posh district in
which we 21 across
around saint. (4,3)

22 Regularly wrangle
and deal stormily
with lists of things
to be done. (7)
23 Rest under a cow?
(6)
25 Centre-forward
lacks energy? Yes,
says Franz
Beckenbauer, but
he's a warrior. (5)

